Friday 23rd October 2020
Dear Parents and Carers,
Thank you for your support this half term as we have welcomed children back into school following
the lockdown period which meant that many of them were away from school since March. It has
also been my pleasure to welcome our new EYFS cohort into our school family – they appear to be
very happy and well settled, but I look forward to the time when they can enjoy school life in the
way we are all used to. I hope you found this week’s telephone parent/teacher consultations useful
and re-assuring and I would like to wish you a happy and healthy half-term break.
COLLECTIVE WORSHIP
Our new Year 6 Leadership Team introduced our worship theme of Respect to us all on Monday and
how we should celebrate difference. It helped us to think about how we have all been made
differently with individual talents and gifts. After half term we will be looking at the value Trust and
how we can always trust our friends to be there for us. We will be thinking about how trust has to be
earned as well as how we can make sure we are worthy of the trust of others.
Our Vision
Inspired by Jesus’ promise in the Bible (John 10:10) “that they shall have life;
life in all its fullness”, we provide a caring learning community to enable
everyone to live happy, fulfilling lives and make positive contributions to our
world. Our vision for St Bart’s is to be an excellent school where outstanding
practice, personalised learning, social development and spiritual growth are
nurtured through a rich and dynamic curriculum which inspires every child
to achieve success.

EYFS
In Early Years, the children have really enjoyed continuing with our
‘Autumn’ topic. The children have been learning how some animals
hibernate over winter and have loved making clay hedgehogs with
homemade hibernation boxes! They’ve also been making all manner of
creative, Autumn artwork, using paints and collage, drawing, cutting and
sticking. Alongside this, the children have been working hard to learn and
practise their new sounds each day during our phonics sessions. It’s been
great to see so many children at the writing table, keen to perfect writing
their new sounds! We also assessed each child’s knowledge of the sounds
we have covered this half term (Jolly Phonics Phase 2), and were thrilled
at how well the children have done so far with learning and remembering
the sounds. We’re looking forward to starting the children on their own
reading books after half term. Finally, we would like to say a huge well
done to all of the Early Years children for settling into school so brilliantly!
It’s a joy to see everyone coming into school so happily, eager to learn
each morning.

KS1
As we all approach a well-deserved half term break the children have celebrated the end of their
current topics. Year One enjoyed a fantastic trip around Marwell Zoo last week, the weather was
perfect for strolling around the enclosures and chatting about the variety of animals, their unique
body shape adaptations and where they came from. They built on their knowledge of herbivores,
carnivores and omnivores and it was great to see them so excited about their learning from first
hand experiences. Since then they have been creating their own imaginary pets from salt dough and
writing How to care for booklets to assist in the care of their new pet. In maths we have looked at
building number bonds to ten - if you are able to assist them in learning these at any point at home
it will really help them recall the pairs quickly and confidently. "Which number goes with ... to make
ten?" In science both classes went on an autumn walk around the grounds and delighted in
collecting colourful leaves to take back to the classroom and draw/make rubbings from.
Thank you to you all for your participation in the unique parent evenings that took place this week
and for your continued support over the term. Year 2 have had a wonderful two weeks learning
about the micro habitat of a rockpool. The children know a variety of creatures who live there and
can identify their different mechanisms of survival and attacking their prey. They have learnt about
different types of seaweed. Each child modelled their own rock pool with mod roc. They then
learned some techniques for working with air dry modelling clay and used them to follow their
design and create their own rock pool creature. We will be painting the rock pools and creatures in
authentic colours when we return from half term. In addition to our topic work, the children have
been learning about addition and subtraction and using apparatus to exchange ones and tens when
adding a two digit and a single digit number crossing tens. They have written mini stories about a
rock pool creature, used descriptive sentences to describe their shells and worked hard on phonics,
spelling and handwriting. We are looking forward to finishing our Beachcomber topic our first week
back. A big thank you to all of the parents for the wonderful projects. The children have all shared
them and they are on display in the classrooms. Outstanding work!

LKS2
Year 3 have continued to focus on addition and subtraction in maths, learning how to exchange the
tens and ones when needed. They have started their Express stage of Tribal Tales where they used
all the knowledge acquired over the past few weeks to construct an Iron Age monument to celebrate
the first rays of summer sun! In English, they have written Celtic insult poems for an enemy tribe
using similes and metaphors. To end the half term and the topic, the trip to Butser Ancient Farm on
Wednesday was a brilliant culmination of all their learning since September. In year 4, the topic
‘Burps, Bottoms and Bile’ culminated in a challenge for the children to build Giganta-guts, giant
working digestive systems. By working in teams and sharing ideas, the children used a range of
resources to construct two Giganta-guts per class. They then went out onto the playground to test
out their models with water and then food. Unfortunately, only one group managed to get food
through their model. However, great fun was had by all and it was fantastic to hear the children talk
with confidence throughout the day about the different organs of the digestive system and their
purposes in the digestive process, demonstrating the learning that they have achieved in this unit. In

English, the children have continued learning about persuasive techniques and written using them to
persuade Mr and Mrs Gloop, the parents of Augustus Gloop in Charlie and the Chocolate Factory, to
feed Augustus a healthy diet. In maths, they have been subtracting 4-digit numbers from 4-digit
numbers, including exchanging 10s, 100s and 1000s, and then thinking of more efficient methods
that they can use to subtract.

UKS2
The top end of the school have been busy innovating this week. In Year 5 it has been all go with the
children having their Arabian Nights Innovate Day. The children immersed themselves in designing
and producing most fantastic jewellery, solving algebra puzzles, constructing models of a mosque,
doing some fantastic writing around Sinbad the Sailor and making some very detailed maps. To top
off their Arabian Nights work the children wrote and performed some powerful speeches in the role
of the Caliph of Ancient Baghdad to his subjects. It’s a surprise the children had any energy left to
learn about graphs in maths, tessellating patterns in art and to develop their jumping skills in PE!
In Year 6, the children also had the pleasure of celebrating VE Day in their classrooms to mark the
end of their Child’s War unit of work – which they have really enjoyed. The children did a lot of work
for the ‘street party’ including listening to Churchill’s famous ‘War is Over’ speech and writing and
performing a speech of their own at the celebration. We
listened and appraised classic WW2 songs from the time and
played them at the party, made banners, flags and bunting, as
well as our own board games – influenced from games from
the time. The highlight of the celebration was the range of
fantastic food that the children had made from home. A big
thank you to the parents for helping make this happen.
Children also managed to summarise their WW2 learning by
producing quizzes on the war, which we did in the form of a
house competition. They’re all ready for a peaceful half-term.

SPORTY ST BART’S
Hockey:
Year 4 have finished their hockey training provided by Haslemere Hockey
club and we ended the course playing games and the coaches were
impressed with the children’s progress over the 5 weeks. After half term,
year 3 will start their course.
Confederation Virtual Sports:
We were invited as a school to take part in a virtual sports
competition via zoom with 4 other schools. Canada class
represented us in the various activities and great fun was had
by all. With Mrs Sadler’s encouragement, the children counted
their moves and we were awarded second place out of the 4

schools who took part. We would like to thank Shottermill Junior School for organizing this activity
and we are looking forward to the next one.
National Outdoor Learning Day
The next outdoor learning day will be held nationally on the
5th November. The theme is ‘Love the outdoors’. To enable all classes
to have time in the outdoors amid covid times, as a school we will be
th
using both the 5 and 6th November. The children will need wellies and a coat on their day.
Class teachers will let you know which day your child will need their wellies and coat.
We know this will be a fantastic day for our children.
ATTENDANCE
We have noticed an increase in pupils attending non-urgent optician, medical and dental
appointments during school hours. We would ask that wherever possible appointments are made
outside of school time to minimise disruption to their learning. Thank you.
ABSENCE REPORTING
When reporting your child absent due to illness please include their specific symptoms as this
information is required. Thank you.
ROAD SAFETY
Following The Green Cross Code and being visible is important every day of the year and even more
so as the clocks go back (the clocks go back this Sunday, 25th October). Please find attached to the
newsletter a copy of The Green Cross Code to share with your child together with 5 top tips on how
to be bright and be seen this Autumn and Winter.
LUNCHES
The catering staff are now providing a hot takeaway lunch for children as the packed lunches have
now stopped. There’s a choice of main or vegetarian and you can make your choice using the
following codes: M=Main V=Vegetarian. The menu is emailed on a weekly basis and if we would
request please that choices are made over the weekend for the following week to allow the catering
staff to place their orders for delivery. The cost of lunches for children in year 3 –6 are £2.40 per
day, £12.00 per week, and should be made in advance through your Scopay account and any
outstanding lunch payments should be made by 1st November.

Yours faithfully,

Charles Beckerson
HEAD TEACHER

